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BE NURTURED. BE EQUIPPED.
“

BE TRANSFORMED.

Having that Christ-centered education makes me feel like this isn’t
just a finish line at Union. It really is a launching pad, so that no matter
what profession I go into, I’ll be able to impact the world for Christ.
I think Union really equips its students well for that.

JONATHAN LAFFERTY

”

social work and Christian ministry
and missions double major
Birmingham, Alabama
SCHEDULE YOUR VISIT AT

uu.edu/campusvisits
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Ayde Choque adds a face
mask to her traditional
Cholita clothing as she
rides her skateboard
during a youth talent
show in La Paz, Bolivia,
on September 30, 2020.
A group of young women
calling themselves
“skates imillas,” which
translates to “skate girls,”
wear the clothing of their
indigenous culture while
they perform. After
Spanish settlers became
the prominent culture in
Bolivia, the traditional
style of dress for
women—which includes
a full, multi-layered skirt
and long braids secured
at the ends with a
tassle—became a sign of
poverty. Today, women
and girls wear Cholita to
show pride in their
heritage and to bring
dignity to the indigenous
Bolivian culture.
(AP Photo/Juan Karita)
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North Carolina: Largest Earthquake in 104 years

The earthquake made a mess of
this store in Sparta, North Carolina.

The most powerful earthquake to hit North Carolina in 104 years shook
the state on August 9th. The quake’s epicenter was about 2.5 miles
southeast of Sparta, a town near the Virginia state line. Across the state
and even into South Carolina and Georgia, people reported feeling the 5.1
magnitude temblor. Sparta resident Michael Hull was outside when the
earthquake occurred. “The side-to-side motion started,” Hull says. “It
takes you a minute to realize what’s happening, and you just can’t believe
it. Then it was over. It was loud, like God was shaking a mountain at you,
literally.” Other North Carolinians initially thought the shaking and
banging were pets, noisy roommates, or even out-of-balance washing
machines. The U.S. Geological Survey warned area residents to expect
aftershocks over the next few days. Experts say aftershocks following an
earthquake of that intensity could reach magnitude 3 or greater.

Costa Rica: Open for Whale Watching
After months of closure, Costa Rica reopened its national parks. Tourists
were permitted to return, just in time to whale watch. Migrating humpback
whales arrived off the Paciﬁc coast in late July. They typically stay through
the end of summer. Then the whales and their calves swim south toward
Antarctica. Tourism authorities say that Costa Rica is one of the best
places in the world to observe the migrating marine giants. Why do
they choose to congregate off the coast of Costa Rica? “One of the
reasons why whales come to Costa Rica is the optimal temperature
conditions along the Paciﬁc coast that favor the growth of the
species,” explains tour guide Guillermo Gómez. Whale watching is
important to Costa Rica’s economy. Many citizens in the southwestern
Uvita area depend on the country’s tourism industry as their only
source of income. Whales bring people, and people bring funds to the
Central American nation.

A humpback whale is seen
from a whale-watching
tour in Uvita, Costa Rica.

Brazil: Traffic Cop Moves More Than Cars
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Da Silva
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Ofﬁcer Da Silva dances his way through his job. Literally! The trafﬁc cop
amuses drivers and pedestrians with his moves while assisting the ﬂow of cars
and people. Ofﬁcer Da Silva isn’t shaking hands due to the coronavirus pandemic.
He wears a face mask, which means he can’t use his whistle. Instead, the cheerful
civil servant makes large hand gestures to direct trafﬁc. He twirls and side steps
to entertain and greet passersby with ﬂourish. Da Silva has worked as a trafﬁc cop
for 21 years. He knows his new way of doing the job is lightening a somber mood
and spreading laughter for the people of bustling Rio de Janeiro. Da Silva says,
“When someone passes by me and I give that very nice ‘Good morning,’ people can
feel the happiness and joy.”

France: Bumper Crop of Flamingos

e

Flamingo experts in Aigues-Mortes, France,
prepare to put bands on the baby birds so
scientists can track their migration.

France is enjoying an abundance of pink, feathery creatures in its salt
marshes. Tourism ofﬁcials in the southern French region of Camargue say
up to 12,000 ﬂamingo chicks were born there this year. The Aigues-Mortes
salt marsh is one of Europe’s ﬁrst pink ﬂamingo reserves. The blushing
birds often nest along the rose-colored salt lake. Conservationists took
photos from airplanes. They estimate that 25,000 couples settled there
this year. Usually, around 1,000 ﬂamingo chicks hatch each season. This
year, the numbers have soared due to favorable conditions and artiﬁcial
islands built by conservationists. Bird expert Florence Saki says the boom
could be linked to France’s coronavirus lockdown. Fewer airplanes are
using a nearby airport. The calmer environment may encourage ﬂamingos
to ﬂourish. Scientists tagged about 300 birds with leg bands so that
ornithologists can spot those French ﬂamingos as they migrate this fall.

Jimmy Lai, center,
is arrested by
police ofﬁcers.

Hong Kong: The End of Free Speech?
Americans have long enjoyed freedom of speech and freedom of the
press. Those liberties are protected in the U.S. Constitution. While under
British rule, Hong Kongers were also protected from government reprisal
in these areas. But that is no longer the case. Jimmy Lai is a wealthy
media tycoon in Hong Kong who favors democracy over communism. He
was arrested in August by the Chinese government, which is now
imposing harsh restrictions against any communication that undermines
its principles. The United Kingdom condemned Lai’s arrest, saying Chinese
authorities are using new laws to quash dissent. “This is further evidence
that the national security law is being used as a pretext to silence
opposition” to the overbearing Chinese government, British spokesman James
Slack says. Jimmy Lai has since been released on bail. It is unclear yet whether he
will be tried in Hong Kong or extradited to mainland China to face a court there.
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Australia: Mysterious Magpies
As the Sun rises in the Outback, so does a certain bird’s song. It’s the iconic
black and white magpie. The University of Western Australia has studied the
birds for the past eight years. Researchers there landed on a discovery: Females
are more vocal than their male counterparts. Amanda Ridley, a professor at the
university, says, “We found that females call a lot more often than males, and
they call at much higher maximum and minimum frequency.” The researchers say
that magpies’ songs are almost as complex as human language. The birds can
sing for up to 70 minutes—and loudly! They can reach more than 80 decibels.
That’s as loud as a lawn mower! (We wonder how that compares to the “loud
singing” God does when He exults over us, His beloveds. See Zephaniah 3:17.)
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2020
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Jeff Stegall holds
a chandelier.
Would you
buy it?
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Mézesmanna
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Kim Stegall

Do you want
your very own
coin-operated
pig ride?

One person’s trash is another person’s treasure. For the last
34 years, folks have rummaged through heaps of both in barns,
campgrounds, cow pastures, and parking lots from Alabama to
Michigan. It’s three days of rambling, bartering, and buying at
the World’s Longest Yard Sale.
The famed Highway 127 Yard Sale features more than 2,000
vendors. Antiques dealers and junk sellers (and everything in
between!) line the freeway from near Addison, Michigan, to
Chattanooga, Tennessee. The path winds across Ohio and
Kentucky. Next, mostly two-lane roads meander through
northwest Georgia to Noccalula Falls Park in Gadsden, Alabama.
But in early August, no one’s looking at the waterfall. Instead,
travelers haggle over old Coca-Cola bottles, vintage carnival ride
animals, antique furniture, and more.
The yard sale began in 1987. Some say its purpose was luring
visitors off larger roadways; others say it was raising money for
local kids’ school supplies.
Vendors like Jackie from Lebanon, Tennessee, have sold at
the event for years. She displays painted furniture, garden tools,
and china outside the Cumberland General Store in Clarkrange,
Tennessee. Set-up and tear-down takes several days, striking
deals the whole time. “We had a big day Saturday,” she says,
referring to the weekend before the sale’s official start.
The Cumberland Store is one of the yard sale’s “major vendor
stops,” meaning more than 25 vendors in one place. Cumberland
has over 100. The yard sale route map is strewn with such stops,
usually around larger cities. But treasure hunters can drive miles
before seeing tell-tale tents in the distance. Even during dry
spells, folks living along the highway set up tables and hawk
their wares.
People wondered whether the sale would happen in this year
of the coronavirus pandemic. “The fact that it’s a mostly outdoor
event was a large determining factor in going forward. There’s
plenty of space for social distancing,” says spokesman Josh Randall, adding, “This event is critical to many people’s livelihood.”
Patricia Gurley piled into a car with friends. They drove 170
miles to Gadsden from Mississippi. Nicole Gerle drove 2,075
miles from California, planning to travel almost the whole route.
Jeff and Kim Stegall meandered from Gadsden to Frankfort,
Kentucky, before returning to South Carolina. The Stegalls buy
for a vintage shop in Greenville. “We would fill the car up and
then find something else. So we’d pull everything out and
repack,” says Jeff. They eventually “Tetris-ed” three bookshelves,
five lamps, several large porcelain pieces, a huge Asian stand,
andirons, and dozens of smaller items and artwork into their
station wagon.
Jeff says, “The last time we thought we were completely full,
we bought two end tables.” They went on the roof.

Mézesmanna

Kim Stegall

Judit
Poór

Cookies are the new
cupcake—especially if it’s
Christmastime and you
can make cookies like
Judit Czinkné Poór can.
Poór, an amazing cookie
craftsperson from Hungary,
started out as a porcelain
painter. Her delectable
cookie designs look pretty
much perfect to us. But she
says, “There is no such
thing as being perfect. One
can always be better.”
Most people who order
from Poór’s cookie workshop, Mézesmanna, ask for
treats intricately decked
with Hungarian folk
embroidery patterns. But
Poór also paints cookies
based on photos of people
and animals—very small but
intensely lengthy projects.
And after all that work,
unbelievably, people
actually eat these cookies.
“I can only smile at it,”
says Poór. “It doesn’t
bother me.” She has never
bitten into one of her own
finished projects . . . yet.
Cookies are—of
course—consumable, and
that’s precisely how highly
artful cookie craft has
earned so many adoring

fans. Wouldn’t it be delightful to give such a masterpiece to someone you love?
And wouldn’t you feel loved
if you received one? Imagine
someone spending all that
time and skill (or paying for
it) just for you, knowing you
would eat the product! It’s
like God inventing a new
sunset every day with full
knowledge it will give joy
for only a few minutes.
Poór crafts every single
gingerbread by hand, and
even makes the gift boxes
herself. She usually works
alone at home, but
occasionally takes the
Sculpture or dessert or both?

45-minute trip to her
workshop to teach
decorating to others.
“People buy from me all
year,” she says. Favorite
cookie order occasions are
birthdays, wedding anniversaries, and the biggest
season of sweets—
Christmas.
Poór says it’s challenging
to run her own business.
But she trusts God to help
her. “Faith means everything for me,” she says. “I
feel it’s very hard to thrive in
life without faith. . . . When
there is no hope, people
find it difficult to survive.
God has been my main
A tasty portrait

“God has been
my main support
since I was 16 years
old. Without Him, I
wouldn’t be who I am.
I got my talent and
everything from Him.”
support since I was 16 years
old. Without Him, I wouldn’t
be who I am. I got my talent
and everything from Him.”
Just how does one learn
to craft Poór-caliber gingerbreads—short of learning
Hungarian and visiting her
cookie class?
Start small. Pipe royal
icing (a precise combo of
powdered sugar and pasteurized egg whites) around
a cookie’s edge. Then thin
the icing to fill in, or “flood,”
the cookie’s middle.
Next, practice. Sketch out
designs on a piece of paper.
Trace your sketch with the
frosting. Start with straight
lines, then learn to maneuver the icing bag and turn.
Finally, try out your sweet
new skills on the cookie once
it has completely dried.
Remember Poór’s
wisdom: You can always get
better. And you can always
eat your mistakes.
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mail voting (ballots mailed to every
registered voter). Several others will
begin mail voting in November.
In states without universal mail
voting, applications for mail-in
ballots arrive by mail. Voters return
them by mail. Then voters receive the
actual ballots by mail, and return
them, again, by mail.
Some groups want to stop states
from switching over to mail-in ballots.
The groups say they want to protect
elections and reduce fraud.
“There is a serious push to send a
ballot to every registrant,” says Jason
Snead, head of the Honest Elections
Project. “I think there is a serious
concern that so many registrations
are outdated and ballots are being
mailed out at great public expense to
voters who may be deceased or have
moved away or are ineligible to vote.”
But the trouble at the USPS gets
worse.
The agency has been losing
money for years. In June, Louis DeJoy
took over as the new postmaster
general. President Donald Trump
tasked him with trying to make
money instead of losing it.

To do that,
DeJoy cut overtime, after-hours deliveries, postal boxes, and other
expenses. The result has been a
national mail slowdown. Delayed
deliveries might be fine for books and
hair products . . . but ballots?
Uncounted ballots would mean
serious trouble—no matter which way
the election swings.
Some lawmakers want to give
money to the post office to fix the
problems. But lawmakers can’t agree
on how much and for what.
DeJoy says President Trump’s
attacks on mail-in ballots are “not
helpful.” He insists his agency can process this year’s mail-in ballots. Still, he
urged voters to request mail-in ballots
at least 15 days before the election and
to mail them back at least seven days
prior to the November 3 Election Day.

A woman drops her
mail-in ballot into
a drop box in Palm
Beach, Florida.

AP Photos

Snow, rain, heat, or darkness may
not stop postal workers—but coronavirus and mail-in ballots might. The
United States Postal Service is smack
in the middle of a voting debate. Will
the service survive the election?
The USPS has roots reaching back
to first Postmaster General Benjamin
Franklin and the U.S. Constitution.
Article I, Section 8, Clause 7, empowers
Congress “to establish Post Offices
and Post Roads.” Debates over
exactly what that means are ongoing.
But most experts believe the USPS
can choose routes, erect buildings,
and deliver and control mail.
Delivery and control are coming
into play this election year especially.
With the rise of the pandemic, mail-in
ballots have exploded in popularity.
Some states have seen demand
increase fivefold or more. Election
officials say it’s possible half of all
voters—or more—will cast ballots by
mail in November.
A few states—Colorado, Hawaii,
Oregon, Utah, and Washington—
have universal
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Development, tourism, and ports
have increased at Alter do Chao on
the edges of the Tapajos River.
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Brazil’s Alter do Chao blends
rainforest and beaches. But this
once-pristine locale has met the
Alter do Chao
perils of popularity. A maneuver
called land grabbing now plagues
this formerly sleepy village.
For years, visitors have
flocked to Alter do Chao. They
ate Amazonian river fish and gazed out over the water.
They took day trips hoping to meet indigenous (native to
a place) people and spot pink dolphins.
Alter was so charming that visitors soon wanted to
claim the unspoiled paradise. The area’s poor recordkeeping and dodgy law enforcement made it easy to
simply seize choice land parcels.
Land grabbing consists of invading public areas and
obtaining documents, forged or not, to declare ownership.
By 2018, land grabbing had grown common. One of
Brazil’s environmental protection agencies said Alter do
Chao needed “urgent interventions against the rise of
invaders” to preserve protected areas.
What a sneaky scheme! But God predicts misery for
dishonest people—specifically those who “covet fields
and seize them.” (Micah 2:2) Land grabbers won’t go
unpunished forever.
Today, the village of some 7,000 people attracts about
100,000 tourists during high season. Many newcomers
are happy to fence off any unoccupied area and claim it
as their own, says Ederson Santos, a motorboat driver.

Santos points to a vast new home near a stream. “The
family that lives there never asked permission for any of
this. The house, the construction, nothing,” says Santos.
Dozens of projects in Alter do Chao are inside protected
areas or without proper permits. Lawbreakers brazenly
occupy land and then slash and burn forest to make way
for houses and fields.
Restaurateur Rilson Maduro says development is erasing the area’s history. Ceramics and bones from his ancestors, of the Borari indigenous group, have been found there.
“Some land grabbers went there because they like the
view, others because it is good for agriculture,” he says.
“We want to keep it intact because of our history.”
Last year, local police accused four firefighters of setting
a protected forest ablaze. The firefighters were jailed for
three days. Actually, local police set the fire. The burned
area now features several land grabbers’ houses.
“The Alter I once knew is changed, and I don’t like many
of those changes,” says fisherman Alfredo José Branco.
His family is among the
last of a group that has
Alfredo José
Branco ﬁxes
lived for decades near
his nets in
the beach.
his home.
“I will stay, but I
wonder if my children
and grandchildren will
be able to,” he says.
“Everywhere I go has
invaders.”
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER2 2020
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The gift that keeps on giving:
Red Cross workers hand out
chickens in Donetsk, Ukraine.

2WT21_10-13_kaChing.indd 10

will receive egg-laying chickens and
roosters. With those, families can
become micro-farmers. They can raise
their own chickens and sell surplus
meat and eggs.
“This is for my family and for my
mom,” Elina Konoplyeva says of the
boxed chickens she picks up. “It will
be a good asset.”
Grigoryeva agrees, saying, “Chickens mean meat, eggs. Sometimes all
grocery stores are closed, so there is
nowhere for us to go.”
Derzsi-Horvath says the poultry
plan aims “to increase their dignity in
that [the people] can provide for
themselves.”
It’s also a good reminder of 1 John
3:17: “If anyone has the world’s goods
and sees his brother in need, yet closes
his heart against him, how does God’s
love abide in him?” In Donetsk, love
looks a lot like chickens.

10/8/20 4:41 PM
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residents say. But local Oksana
Grigoryeva’s house has not yet been
fully repaired after it was bombed in
2014.
Still, the impact of the fighting
makes farming and getting food
difficult for villagers. The International
Committee of the Red Cross began
distributing chickens there in 2017.
The fowl giveaway seeks to lessen
citizens’ dependence on outside aid,
says Red Cross representative Andras
Derzsi-Horvath. It also increases the
possibility of sustainable, small-scale
food production in the village.
You may have heard it said, “Give a
man a fish and he will eat for a day.
Teach him to fish and he will eat for a
lifetime.” That’s the idea behind the
project.
To meet immediate needs, the Red
Cross is handing out nine
broiler chickens to each
of 170 Donetsk families.
The group also supplies
chicken feed and
grinders. Later, residents

Reuters

Bwok, bwok, bwok. Fluffy young
chicks cluck inside cardboard boxes.
More than a thousand of the scrabbling
fowl inhabit trucks near a boarded-up
building in Donetsk, Ukraine. The birds
are live food donations headed to families struggling due to armed conflict.
The conflict has been roiling since
2014. That’s when Russian troops
invaded the Crimean Peninsula of
Ukraine. Shortly after, many Crimeans
voted to join the Russian Federation.
The vote was widely questioned. Russia
annexed the peninsula. Russian President Vladimir Putin claimed he was
protecting Russian citizens and Russian
speakers in Crimea and Ukraine.
Some 13,000 people have been
killed since the conflict began. Bombings, shootings, and skirmishes occur
regularly in the area. Both Ukraine and
global leaders report the buildup of
Russian troops, military equipment,
and gunfire in the area known as the
Donetsk People’s Republic.
Trudovskiy is a small village in
Donetsk, less than a mile from the
frontline between Ukraine and
Russian-militants. There’s been no
shelling in the area lately,

A customer loads a bike into the trunk of his car
at Dick’s Sporting Goods in Paramus, New Jersey.

AP Photo

Reuters

While some businesses are striving to
withstand negative financial effects from the
pandemic, Dick’s Sporting Goods is saying, “No
sweat!” The company had a robust second quarter, seeing an increase in sales of 20.7% over the
previous year’s revenues. It seems that sports
fans who can’t attend their favorite events are
choosing to invest in their own fitness activities.
The Apostle Paul realized that physical fitness
had value. After all, he called the body “a temple”
for God’s Spirit. (1 Corinthians 6:19) And he compared training the heart and mind to that of an
athlete preparing for competition. (1 Corinthians
9:24-27) God values our bodies as well as our
minds and souls. Investing in good health is a
worthy choice, for sure!
Customers’ interest in physical activity and
fitness shaped up to beat Wall Street’s expectations
for the company. The variety of merchandise
Dick’s offers equips sports fans to participate in
many socially distanced activities. Most of the
chain’s retail stores offer gear for boating, biking,
golfing, weight lifting, climbing, and more. All
those activities can be done at least six feet apart.
For its second quarter, Dick’s had total
revenue of $2.71 billion. That was $20 million

more than analysts on Wall Street had estimated
the company would make. The company’s strong
performance allowed Dick’s to grow from an
investment standpoint too. Its stock sales rose
15% the afternoon that revenues were posted.
That means investors were willing to pay more to
own a piece of the thriving sports retailer.
Analysts predicted that sporting goods stores
would sell less due to the pandemic. They argued
that since many schools weren’t reopening for
in-person instruction at the start of the school
year and few fall sports were being played, then
less clothing, footwear, and gear would be sold.
Perhaps they underestimated the importance of
physical activity to (bored) consumers.
Adults and children alike have begun
investing more in physical health. Families are
expanding beyond workouts to activities that
everyone can enjoy such as hikes, backyard
campouts, and fishing. All this works favorably
for Dick’s.
Dick’s hopes to press forward with the upward
sales trend. But that will depend on customers
continuing their own fitness races—or investing
in new activities, and the accompanying gear, in
the fall.
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A rendering shows what Rivian’s
new Amazon van will look like.
Rivian CEO RJ Scaringe (below)
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information.” Drivers will also be
able to consult Amazon’s Alexa voice assistant instead
of keying commands into a handheld device.
Amazon hopes EVs will begin delivering U.S.
packages next year. The company plans to have 10,000
electric vehicles in use “as early as 2022 and all 100,000
vehicles on the road by 2030.”
Scaringe predicts that Amazon’s big order will
probably have an “echo effect.” That is, other EV
producers will re-evaluate their own systems.
“Amazon’s pledge [to buy electric vans] shows
there’s important demand for e-vehicles,” says Lucien
Mathieu, an e-mobility and transport analyst.
Economies of scale are the cost advantages of
making more of a product. This economic principle
says that the more a company makes of something—
shirts, eyeglasses, food, electric vehicles, etc.—the
more the cost per unit decreases. Producing more
allows for bulk buying and increased speed and
improved technique from repetition. These and other
factors help drive prices down.
Researchers believe economies of scale in the EV
industry will bring prices down for everyone. In turn,
that could make e-autos more popular. If that happens, automakers will begin making more of them.
Consumers will begin buying more of them. Electric
vehicles could supply a much-needed jolt to the
sluggish transportation industry.
AP Photos

Amazon is ordering tens of thousands of electric
delivery vans. That has two companies gearing up for
increased production. Could orders that large affect
the entire auto industry?
Amazon has ordered 1,800 e-vans from MercedesBenz in Europe. That’s a big order. But the retail giant
also asked for 100,000 more from U.S. start-up Rivian.
That’s downright huge—especially for an industry that
has struggled to make an affordable, popular vehicle.
But Amazon founder Jeff Bezos’ shiny new vans
aren’t just about delivering more products faster.
Bezos hopes the switch to electric will help the
environment too.
Researchers know the transport sector—planes,
trains, trucks, and cars—is a major source of pollution.
And the way deliveries from online retailers like Amazon
are surging, air quality is likely to keep suffering.
Balancing concerns about the Earth and human
progress can get complicated. Sometimes God gets left
entirely out of the picture. As almighty Creator, God
controls His universe. But He expects humans to act as
responsible caretakers. (Genesis 1:26)
To meet demand from Amazon, Rivian is designing
its most efficient vehicle (EV) ever. CEO RJ Scaringe
says the new EV “includes . . . systems to make it
easier for the drivers to focus on operating the
vehicle [and] removes the need for extra
devices that provide address and mapping
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Clammers are vanishing from
the New England shoreline and the
New England economic landscape.
For centuries, New Englanders
raked, scooped, and shuffled in the
muck for that tasty mollusk, the
clam. But today, a dearth of diggers
is plunging a muddy coastal business
into the mire.
America’s industry for the wild
harvesting of softshell clams is
located almost entirely along the
coasts of Maine and Massachusetts.
Clamdiggers, also called “clammers,”
wrench the shellfish from tidal mud.
They sell their finds for use in hearty
chowders, pastas, and surfside
clambakes.
Digging takes dedication. Clammers scout out a clam bed, wait until
the tide is between knee- and chestdeep, wade in barefoot, . . . and begin
shuffling backwards. That’s right:
Shuffling. Backwards.
Hardcore clammer KenK writes
on a clamming website, “You will feel

the clams under your feet as lumps . . .
dive down and dig them out. (I use
my hands).” He warns about pinchy
crabs but says, “The real danger is
kicking some barnacle-encrusted
rocks. (Heels are tougher than toes,
but it still hurts.)” Ouch.
Alternately, clammers can scoop
mud using an angled rake. Either way,
clam diggers work hard to collect the
mollusks they sell to seafood dealers.
Sludge-trudging clamdiggers are
a hardy bunch. They’ve weathered
the difficulties of an aging workforce,
shellfish-eating predators, too warm
waters, and fickle seafood markets.
Even this summer’s pandemic
couldn’t hold back many diggers
from working the coastal clam flats.
But it may have created another
hurdle.
“If they shut down the borders
now, . . . we’d be in some big trouble,”
says Maine clammer Wendell Cressey.
“We need to be able to ship [clams]
around the country.”

Both Maine and Massachusetts
have seen harvests dip in recent years.
Maine clammers failed to top 1.6 million pounds of clam meat four straight
years. In decades past, they regularly
harvested two or three times that.
Clammers can earn good clams—
about $2 per pound (eight-12
clams)—at the docks in a good year.
The price is close to that this year,
says Clint Goodenow, treasurer of
the Maine Clammers Association.
Trouble is, the clamdigger population is dwindling. The number of
licensed shellfish harvesters is down
this year—which is down from the
previous year. It’s only a fraction of the
number of clammers in the 1970s.
There may be an upside to fewer
harvesters. Brian Beal, professor of
marine ecology at the University of
Maine at Machias, says, “There’s
enough ‘product’ left for the few who
must make their living off the flats.”
That news should make serious
clammers happy as . . . clams.

AP Photos

Mike Soule digs
for clams on a
mudﬂat in
Freeport, Maine.

Clams have smooth, lined shells;
oysters have rough, bumpy, dull
shells. Clams are preferred for
taste and tenderness, but both
are eaten in worldwide. Oysters
can produce pearls; clams do
not. Native American “wampum”
consisted of clam shells used like
currency for trading. Do you think
that’s where our modern term for
money, “clams,” might come from?
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Anti-government protests erupted after the explosion in Beirut.
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States and its allies sent investigators to Beirut to find the
truth about what happened. They will offer help only as
Lebanon makes changes. On Lebanon’s “to-do” list: Oust
corruption, create a plan for good government, and
make sure the Lebanese people agree with it.
Church-goer Fadi Saadeh was injured in the blast.
Bandaged and heartbroken, he asks, “Should I forgive?”
Many Lebanese people were angry with their government before the explosion. Now they’re furious. Protesters
say their politicians should resign and be punished for
ignoring the dangerous problem.
The blast caused losses up to $15 billion. Lebanon,
already crippled by debt, can’t afford that kind of expense.
It’s hard to find a good side to the Lebanon tragedy. But
we know God is sovereignly working there for His people’s
good. These could be bright spots: The explosion exposed
corruption in the Lebanese government, including its
close ties to a terrorist group called Hezbollah. Now the
Lebanese government may be forced to cut those ties. It
also created a city of needy people. That’s an opportunity
for both Christian aid work and forgiveness to triumph.
“If we did not have faith in God, we would not come
to church,” says Fadi Saadeh. “We came here to ask God
to forgive them.”

The explosion site bears a message written by Lebanese citizens. The
devastated silos in the background held as much as 80% of the nation’s
grain supplies. That much-needed food is now lost: spilled and contaminated.

AP Photos

It’s 6 p.m. in Beirut, Lebanon. Father Richard Abi Saleh
is praying in his church when everything goes wrong.
“I started seeing the ceiling dropping on me,” he says.
Still, he continues the service. When the windows break,
Saleh realizes what’s happening: A gigantic blast is
shaking Beirut.
A shockwave moved through neighborhoods, destroying thousands of apartments. Glass and debris blanketed
the streets. Nearly 180 people were killed, 6,000
wounded, and 350,000 left homeless after the explosion.
The disaster’s cause is partly unknown. But we do know
that 2,750 tons of ammonium nitrate, a chemical used for
making fertilizer and bombs, were stored at the city port.
Dock workers and government officials knew about the
deadly load. Yet the chemicals remained for six years. Every
moment was dangerous, becoming more so as time passed
and the chemicals deteriorated. Something ignited the
ammonium nitrate, causing the blast and leading to
incredible devastation. The explosion destroyed most of
the city’s grain supply, which people rely on for food.
So Lebanon needs help. But who will help . . . and how?
Officials around the world want to give aid. But they
don’t want to just hand it to Lebanon without conditions.
That’s because the explosion shows how deeply corruption has seeped into the Lebanese government. Leaders
there use their power for selfish
gain instead of for the good
of their people.
French President
Emmanuel Macron
promised money for
rebuilding but
warned it would not
fall into “corrupt
hands.” The United
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Horses that once drove
tourists around in carriages
rest in a stable.

tourists sightseeing in
Abdenabi Nouidi sold his
horse-drawn carriages. This
favorite horse for $150. He
year, they have empty pockets and
had to. The carriage driver needed money
mouths to fill, both at home and at the stable.
to feed his other work horses. His teams pull
They sold seven of their horses in July. The
tourists in carriages through Marrakech,
horses that remain are visibly nervous. With no
Morocco. But visitors in the city have vanished
carriage work, the beasts’ routines have been
during the coronavirus pandemic. Hundreds of
disrupted. Feed is running low, and stablemates are
Morocco’s carriage horses and donkeys are suffering
leaving for good.
because of the collapsing tourism industry.
Matthew 10:29 says, “Are not two sparrows sold for a
Starvation looms for many of these animals. The
penny? And not one of them will fall to the
Society for the Protection of Animals Abroad,
ground apart from your Father.” God
or SPANA, says that Morocco’s carriage
cares for Morocco’s horses just as
horses are among 200 million
He cares for each sparrow.
animals worldwide that
SPANA has stepped in to
provide livelihoods for over
help. It delivered three
a half billion people.
months’ worth of feed
Thousands of
to almost 600 horses
people in Marrakech
in and around Mardepend on carriage
rakech. “It became
horses for income. A
single carriage
very clear to us when
supports four to five
the lockdown was first
imposed that many of
families. That includes
Marrakech’s working
carriage owners, drivers,
animals would need our
and stable boys.
When Morocco confirmed
help
or face a dire outcome,”
A horse carriage owner
waits
for
customers.
says
the
head
veterinarian at
the first virus case in March, the
SPANA’s Marrakech center. A team of
North African kingdom closed its
vets and technicians there care for donkeys,
doors to outsiders. It banned domestic
mules, and horses free of charge.
travel to eight cities, including Marrakech.
“Only tourism can save us from this catastrophe
“If you have a shop, you can close it. If you sell goods,
we’re facing,” says carriage driver Abdeljalil Belghaoute.
you store them. But imagine having . . . horses who need to
“The longer this goes on, horses and families will struggle
eat, drink, and get medical care,” says Abdeljalil Nouidi.
For 20 years, the four Nouidi brothers have taken
to survive.”
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2020
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A six-year-old girl steps
out of a car at William Frantz
public school in New Orleans,
Louisiana. Four towering
federal marshals surround
her. A crowd shouts racial
slurs as tiny Ruby Bridges
walks into history, becoming
the first black student to
enroll at an all-white school
in the American South.

Ever see a computer
image blown up so large
that it looks like hazy
squares? You can thank
Russell Kirsch for those
blurred blocks. He’s the
reason computers read
photos as many tiny squares,
Right: Russell Kirsch
holds the famous
picture of his son.
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called pixels. Kirsch passed
away this summer—but his
pixels changed how people
see the world.
A pixel is a single point in
a picture. It usually appears
as a square. Together, many
squares form a picture.
Pixels are the digital blocks
used to display photos and
video on phone and
computer screens.
Born in Manhattan in
1929, Kirsch was the son of
Jewish immigrants from
Russia and Hungary. He
worked for 50 years as a
research scientist at the U.S.
National Bureau of Standards (now the National
Institutes of Science and

Technology). There Kirsch
operated the first programmable computer in the
United States: the Standards Electronic Automatic
Computer (SEAC).
In its day, SEAC was
groundbreaking. Big enough
to fill a room, it performed
complex mathematical functions, including calculations
for the hydrogen bomb.
Although he worked on
many projects during his
career, Kirsch is best remembered for inventing the pixel
and scanning the world’s
first digital photograph.
Pixels weren’t around in
1957. That’s when Kirsch
used machines built by his
AP Photos

Federal marshals
helped keep
Ruby safe.
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Now Bridges is 66 and
has written a kids’ book
about the experience
called This Is Your Time.
The book is an open
letter from Bridges to young
readers. It includes images
from the 1960s and from
recent events. “During the
first few days of watching

events unfold in our country recently, I felt myself
waiting for guidance,” says
Bridges. “Having spent
years speaking to young
people about racism, I felt
compelled to say something
. . . I decided a letter to my
young people was the
way.” Bridges is also the
author of Through My
Eyes, a memoir published
in 1999.
Bridges received the
honor—and burden—of
integrating first because
she scored highly on an
exam designed with the
unjust intention of excluding blacks from schools.
But Bridges was very bright,
and so she was admitted.
To her, the crowd
swarming William Frantz

School looked like a Mardi
Gras celebration. But
protesters lingered as days
passed. White parents
pulled their children out of
school, and Bridges was
left sitting in her classroom
alone. She was not merely
a little girl going to school.
She had become a focal
point in America’s war
against racism.
But God sent Bridges a
precious gift in a lonely
time: her new teacher,
Barbara Henry. Mrs. Henry
came from Boston. She
treated Ruby kindly and
taught her that the protesters outside were struggling
with anger, ignorance, and
the difficulty of changing
an old way of living. And
Ruby’s faith in God enabled

her to forgive them. Every
day in the car on the way to
school she said a version of
Jesus’ prayer on the cross:
“Forgive them, because
they don’t know what
they’re doing.”
As the year went on,
kids filtered back into
school. Ruby quietly passed
first grade and moved on.
In the fall, more black
children enrolled at William
Frantz too. Little by little,
integration took hold.
Is the work of integration done? Do students of
all races learn together,
respect one another, and
receive equal treatment
everywhere in the United
States? Bridges doesn’t
think so—and that’s why
she writes.

team to scan an image of his
infant son, Walden. The
baby picture was among the
first images ever scanned
into a computer. The team
successfully turned a
photograph into something
SEAC could reproduce.
Kirsch’s work on pixels
“laid the foundations for
satellite imagery, CT scans,
virtual reality, and Facebook,” according to a 2010
Science News article. The
picture of Baby Walden
became one of Life magazine’s 100 Photographs that
Changed the World.
That first image
measured only 176 pixels
per side (about two inches).

There were fewer than
31,000 pixels total. For comparison, the camera on the
iPhone 11 can capture
about 12 million pixels per
image!
Computers have come a
long way.
The word
But science
pixel is short
still struggles
for “picture
with Kirsch’s
element.”
square
pixels. The shape means
that images can look
jagged—at least not as
smooth as real life.
“Squares was the
logical thing to do,” Kirsch
told Science News. “Of
course, the logical thing
was not the only possibility.

. . . It was something very
foolish that everyone in the
world has been suffering
from ever since.”
Kirsch strove his whole
career to replicate the complex processes of the human
mind—a mind God created
using dust and breath—on
computer.

Ten years ago, at age 81,
he had an idea to “fix” the
square pixel problem. He
considered using variable
shapes instead of squares.
Ever the scientist, Kirsch
explained that his research
focus was “not what I have
done but what I hope somebody else is going to do soon.”

z
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AP Photos

Ruby Bridges became the ﬁrst
black child to integrate a public
school in New Orleans in 1960.

Pixelated: the blocky, jagged effect of over-enlarged images on a computer
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This August, tourists and residents
fled the path of a famous glacier in
Italy. Fear of sliding, cracking, crashing
ice caused the evacuation of a popular
Alpine valley. After years of study,
scientists know this for certain: It is
the nature of glaciers to move.
Located in parts of seven European
countries, the Alps are known for their
height, length, and icy beauty. The
area is a most beautiful part of God’s
creation. Planpincieux Glacier lies on
the Italian side of Mont Blanc, the
highest mountain in the Alps.
Glaciers like Planpincieux are thick
masses of ice. Their enormous weight

causes them to
move toward
lower ground
continuously.
More than 4,000
of these frozen,
flowing wonders
dot Europe’s
famous mountain
range. They are a
vital water source
for towns and
villages below—and a peril as well.
Risk of collapse makes glaciers
difficult and dangerous to study. The
risk multiplies if the glacier’s front is
hanging, or on a slope.
Planpincieux is such a hanging
glacier. Huge ice chunks regularly
slide down the steep incline. They
break off the terminus (front) and
crash into the valley.
Lately, Planpincieux has been
creeping downward at the rate of
about 32-40 inches per day, according
to glacier expert Valerio Segor. The
fear is that over 123 acres of ice could
soon break off and smash down.

Researchers have been studying
Planpincieux since 2013. They observe
the fragile hanging glacier with aerial
photography and radar.
A monitoring station measures the
movement of the glacier’s front from
the top of Mont de La Saxe, over two
miles away. The station there has
weather instruments and multiple
cameras.
Last year, scientists worried about
Planpincieux glacier too. But the ice
held its grip on the mountain. Now
temperature shifts from hot to cold to
hot again are being blamed for the
risky state of the glacier.
This year, those forced to evacuate
came from Ferret Valley homes and
holiday lodgings in the shadow of the
glacier. Tourists were not allowed to
enter the scenic valley to see the sights.
Scientists are not sure when
Planpincieux’s collapse will occur.
Expert Fabrizio Troilo says, “It could
give way in an instant.”
But warm weather or cold, they
are certain it will—because moving is
what glaciers do.

Left: A woman points to the Planpincieux glacier at a
popular hiking area in northern Italy, on Aug. 7, 2020.
Top: An aerial view of the Planpincieux glacier in the
foreground and the Italian villages in valley below

Planpincieux Glacier
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Flowers pop up at a defunct military base in Milovice,
Czech Republic. What’s so amazing about that? Just a few
years ago, the area was clogged with tall, dense invasive
grasses. Czechs have some monstrously heavy animals to
thank for this newly flourishing ecosystem—including a
novel cattle breed called tauros.
The tauros were brought in from the Netherlands, where
scientists are trying to make a new version of an old animal
called the auroch. The auroch was a ferocious super cow
with long, lean legs and deadly horns. It roamed much of
Europe until it became extinct in 1627. People can’t remake
a creature God created, of course. But they can breed an
animal to fill a need. Now they’re combining old cow types
that look and act like aurochs in hopes of breeding a bovine
with genes similar to the auroch’s. These researchers hope
the new cows—tauros—will take over the land-clearing job
done by aurochs until overhunting wiped them out.
God designed human bodies to heal, and He designed
land to heal too. Animals can help land powerfully regenerate, returning
balance after
damage is done.

“It’s a miraculous change,” says Dalibor Dostal, the
director of the organization European Wildlife. He says
nobody expected the Czech land to renew so much so fast.
Within two years of grazing, flowers sprouted. Now seasonal
flowers change the color of the whole area over the course
of the year, and precious life has reappeared—including the
rare blue star gentian flower and the Adonis blue, a butterfly
not spotted there since 1967.
Conservationists decided cutting the grass down with
machines would cost too much, and ordinary domestic
animals such as sheep would eat threatened native species
as well as invaders. So conservationists formed the dream
team: wild horses, which consider invasive grasses a delicacy,
and European bison and tauros, which love to chow down
on bushes. The project now has herds of 27 European
bison, 25 tauros, and some 70 wild horses. The animals
move freely on the pastures year-round.
And the good is spreading. This year, conservationists
hope to make the sanctuary bigger, planning an eventual
span of 890 acres.
And He who was seated on the throne said, “Behold, I am
making all things new.” — Revelation 21:5

Drawing of an
auroch (left); Blue star
gentian ﬂower and Adonis
blue butterﬂy (right); A
tauros herd at the former
military base in Milovice,
Czech Republic
(below)
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to two different artists. Van Suchtelen’s research eventually
turned up the name of the real artist: Bartholomäus Bruyn.
Next, she unearthed records of past ownership. Finally, she
unmasked the identities of the young couple. Elisabeth’s
portrait had long been displayed in museums, showcasing
her Renaissance hairstyle. (For Renaissance women, a large
forehead—often achieved by plucking out
hair at the frontal region of the scalp—
indicated both brains and beauty.)
But where was her fiancé?
That mystery began to unravel
last May when a German art expert
spotted a painting at auction in
Paris. He suspected there was something special about the aptly titled
“portrait of an unknown man.” And he
was right. The Mauritshuis museum took
an immediate interest, acquiring the portrait
and reuniting Jakob and Elisabeth for the first
time in 125 years. “It’s wonderful to have the two
here together,” says van Suchtelen. The portraits have
recently been restored and are now part of the Dutch
national art collection.
So this painting story has a happy ending . . . and so did
the story of the real Jakob and Elisabeth. They went on to
raise 13 children.
So they are no longer two but one flesh. What therefore God
has joined together, let not man separate. — Matthew 19:6

10/8/20 4:58 PM
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This is the story of Jakob and Elisabeth. They were in
love . . . so much so that they paid dearly to have a pair of
portraits painted by one of the leading artists in Cologne.
That was in 1539. The German couple were soon married—a
man and a woman together for life, just as God intended.
Well, Jakob and Elisabeth stayed together. Their
portraits, however, did not. People forgot
who Jakob and Elisabeth were and broke
up the diptych, selling each painting
separately at a London auction in 1896.
We know all this now. But we didn’t
know it before Netherlands’ Mauritshuis
art museum curator Ariane van
Suchtelen did some clever detective
work. Just as in a marriage, one portrait
without the other always seemed somehow
incomplete. The woman in the portrait holds
a bittersweet flower—a typical addition to
wedding portraits during the Renaissance. But
to whom was she offering the flower?
Those questions nagged van Suchtelen . . . nagged
her enough to send her digging through the painting’s
provenance—its history of ownership. She discovered the
two works were
auctioned in
1896 and the
paintings
wrongly credited

Margareta Svensson/Mauritshuis museum
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Brothers Andrew and Hudson McNulty know exactly
what the nasal swab test for COVID-19 feels like. The two
boys wrinkle their noses and rub their eyes. “It feels a
little weird and it kind of hurts,” says seven-year-old
Andrew. The boys and their parents are participants in a
COVID-19 research study. The McNulty family is one of
2,000 families in 11 U.S. cities collecting data for the
research. They are helping scientists understand the
coronavirus better.
Each week, study participants answer questions about
their health and activities on a survey. Twice per month,
they do nose swab tests. In the McNulty boys’ case, a parent
inserts a long stick with a soft brush on the end up the
child’s nose to collect a sample of secretion.
Scientists need to understand how the coronavirus
spreads between kids. They also want to learn more
about how the body responds to the virus.
God designed our bodies with a smart system
for staying healthy. It’s called the immune system.
When an antigen—a germ—like a virus enters the
body, it’s the immune system’s job to destroy the
intruder. Antigens are unwelcome invaders. They
wreak havoc on the body. Among the defenses
the immune system has in its arsenal against antigens are antibodies. These little Y-shaped proteins
hang out in the bloodstream. Their job is eliminating
antigens. Antibodies tag infected cells and destroy
them. This prevents the antigen from reproducing,
spreading, and infecting more healthy cells.
Once the immune system has activated antibodies
against a certain antigen, it can then better fight off new
infections caused by the same type of antigens. That’s why
finding a vaccine to the coronavirus is so important. If a
body can recognize the virus’s specific cells—whether
from a previous infection or from antibodies created in
response to a vaccine—then it will more readily create
antibodies in defense. If the virus attacks the body
again, the immune system kicks in to fight back. After
all, that’s how God created it to work!
The COVID-19 study that the McNulty family is
participating in is like a family science project. Along
with the nasal swab test, participants take their own
blood samples. Mendy McNulty is happy to collect and
share her family’s information. Her family hopes to help
scientists broaden their understanding of how the virus
operates and help others with the results.
Isaiah 41:6 says, “Everyone helps his neighbor and says
to his brother, ‘Be strong!’”

Mendy McNulty
and her son
Andrew look at
the coronavirus
test swabs.

Mendy
swabs
Andrews
nose.

Mendy sends
the swabs
back so the
results can
be analyzed.
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The unmanned high-flyers are able to maintain a single
position for long periods of time. Pilots on the ground will
control the soaring ships.
Staying put is helpful for several of the jobs performed
by the airships. Their main purpose is improving communication for drones, aircraft, and satellites.
Currently, Sceye officials are working on a deal to
provide high-speed wireless access to the Navajo Nation
and other areas currently with limited (or zero!) service.
“The [COVID-19] emergency has amplified the need for
universal access to . . . a networked world,” Vestergaard
says. “There is a massive gap between the connected and
unconnected.”
In addition to these important services, the airships
could allow scientists to observe weather patterns.
Public agencies might also be able to track certain
activities, such as drug or human trafficking.
Sceye chose New Mexico as its U.S. production center
and launch site. The hub is beginning with five airships.
Vestergaard hopes someday to expand to other areas of
the country.
According to the Sceye website, the sky-high
airships could help to “better
connect and protect
people and our
planet.”

Handout Photos

One tech company is aiming higher than the skies.
Switzerland-based Sceye is launching a new type of
high-altitude airship in the United States. The blimp-like
aircraft will monitor crops and weather and bring
much-needed aid to rural areas—from miles above Earth.
“Up we go into the wild blue yonder,” says the song.
It’s a God-given impulse for humans to search the skies . . .
and beyond. But no matter how high the journey, they
will never travel beyond the reach of the Creator: “For
your steadfast love is great above the heavens; your
faithfulness reaches to the clouds.” (Psalm 108:4)
Mikkel Vestergaard founded aerospace start-up Sceye
in 2014. Vestergaard is a well-known humanitarian
(person who helps with projects that promote human
welfare). He has worked on numerous ventures to assist
disadvantaged people, including personal water filters
and mosquito nets.
At first glance, Vestergaard’s Sceye is a different
type of business. Its product is
endurance airships.
Engineers build Sceye airships from an innovative fabric
that is both strong and ultralight.
They run on solar energy. Each
one will be able to transport a
variety of communications,
imaging, and radar
equipment.
These airships
aren’t just giant balloons. Sceye engineers
are currently working on
aircraft that can hover about
65,000 feet (12 miles) in the air. The
floating vessels reside in the stratosphere—the area lower than satellites and
higher than aircraft and drones.

How long is a foot? The answer is somewhere
around 12 inches. But the exact length is an
ongoing debate. Now change is afoot.
Here’s the problem: There are two different
measurements for a foot. The difference is so
small it can’t be seen on a regular ruler. But over
large distances, the difference matters, especially
to folks like land surveyors and architects.
Remember the Bible example of two measuring
devices? Deuteronomy 25:13 admonishes against
“two kinds of weights, a large and a small.”
Evidently, ancient merchants used light stones on
their side of the balance when selling and heavy
ones when buying. Merchants with different
measurements were cheating both ways.
Those who devised different foot lengths
weren’t cheating. But the results were similarly
thorny. How wonderful to know that God judges,
weighs, and measures perfectly on our behalf!
Some surveyors use what’s known as the U.S.
survey foot. Others use a measurement more
accepted worldwide: the international foot. The
international foot is newer and just a bit shorter.
The difference comes out to less than 0.02 inch
per mile. That’s just 28.3 feet when measuring the
width of the whole United States!
Here’s what happened: In 1933, the U.S.
government defined a foot as 1,200 meters
divided by 3,937. That’s 0.3048006 meters. (Even
more decimals to be exact. But who’s counting?)

Years later, someone lopped off those
last three digits. After all, 0.3048 meters was
simpler. That measurement became the
international foot.
Measurement mayhem began in 1959. That’s
when the federal government told everyone to
use the international foot. However, surveyors
could keep using the old U.S. foot “for a while.”
That “while” has lasted six decades.
Surveyors in 40 U.S. states and territories still
use the longer U.S. foot. The rest use the shorter
international one. The result?
“We have chaos,” says Michael Dennis, a
project manager for National Geodetic (math of
Earth’s curve) Survey.
The difference between the two feet caused
trouble in planning a California high speed rail. It
created a mess for bridge work between Oregon
(international foot) and Washington (U.S. foot).
“It’s embarrassing that we even had this
going on for 60 years,” Dennis says. “This whole
thing is ridiculous.”
Dennis realizes the U.S. foot “sounds very
patriotic, very American” to some people. But he
thinks it makes sense to use the same measuring
stick as the rest of the world.
The federal government agrees. Officials want
to reduce the chance for errors and confusion. In
2022, they’ll give the U.S. foot the boot. In other
words, it won’t have a leg to stand on.

AP Photo

Handout Photos

Who knows the true length of this bridge
that connects Oregon and Washington?
You’ll get a different answer in Oregon
than you will in Washington!
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MacMillan leads the CSIRO team that cracked cotton’s
color code. First, her group injected tobacco plants with
colored genes. The doctored tobacco leaves emerged with
colored splotches. Scientists see that as proof that cotton
fibers could be colored too.
“We’ve seen some really beautiful bright yellows, sort of
golden-orangey colors, through to some really deep
purple,” says scientist Filomena Pettolino.
MacMillan recalls the first tinted tobacco leaves in her
lab. She says the
curious sight
Dr. MacMillan
“brought a tear to
my eye.”
CSIRO researchers are watching
the cotton fields.
They wait to see
whether their
bio-hacked plants
produce flowers—
and a dazzling
array of colored
cotton.
If naturally growing colored cotton becomes a reality,
Australia’s cotton industry will benefit. Plus, Pettolino
thinks favoring cotton over synthetic fabrics would help
protect the environment and keep costs down.
Cotton scientists have other goals too. They hope to
engineer plant fibers that remain wrinkle-free and stretchy.
So-called “super cottons” would be able to compete with
other manmade fabrics.
MacMillan says if the experiment works, “Having the
cotton plant produce its own colored fiber is a game changer.”

10/8/20 5:01 PM

Washington University in St. Louis

Children’s coloring books often feature unusual hues:
purple trees, blue bushes, orange grass . . . But thanks to
researchers in Australia, odd-colored plants may start
popping up in a cotton field near you.
Humans have been spinning, weaving, and dying
cotton for thousands of years. Folks in ancient China,
Egypt, and India all wove cotton fabric. God wisely created
this fluffy natural fiber to be renewable, recyclable, and
biodegradable.
There’s something else true of most cotton: “Cotton is
naturally white,” says Dr. Colleen MacMillan. She works
with the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization (CSIRO). (A few cotton varieties have some
muted colors naturally, but those fibers are not strong
enough to weave into durable cloth.)
Historic artifacts show that even the earliest cotton
users dyed the fibers to make colorful fabrics. But dyes can
pollute soil and water. Black dyes are considered especially
harmful. Other dyes can produce dangerous substances as
they decompose. Still others never completely break down.
“The use of dyes is something that can have an impact
on the environment, so to move to cotton that was naturally
colored through these scientific techniques would be a
wonderful improvement,” says Adam Kay of Cotton Australia. That organization helps promote
cotton in the Land Down Under.
Now scientists at CSIRO
have learned to grow colored
cotton—right on the plant!
This genetics breakthrough
could change the future of
fabric and perhaps the
entire fashion industry.

Washington University in St. Louis

Handout

No, this is a not a protein bar!
It’s A PEDOT-coated brick
powering a green LED light bulb.

A well-known fable about
house-building pigs highlights the
value of working both hard and
smart. Now a team of dedicated and
brainy scientists have discovered
that basic bricks can do more than
just keep the wolves out: They’ve
turned ordinary bricks into batteries.
The scientists at Washington
University in St. Louis, Missouri,
created the so-called “smart bricks.”
The modified clay blocks can store
energy and power electronic devices.
“Our method works with regular
brick or recycled bricks, and we can
make our own bricks as well,” says
assistant chemistry professor Julio
D’Arcy. He points out that the model
used for experiments “stems from
bricks that we bought at Home Depot
[for] 65 cents.”
Ordinary materials can become
extraordinary in the right hands.
Learning to see possibilities in little

things is a gift, one that God
demonstrates when He advises
humans to observe the ways of the
ant. (Proverbs 6:6)
Architects and designers have
known about brick’s ability to absorb
and store heat better than, say, straw
or sticks . . . or many other materials.
Brick walls and buildings take up lots
of space. How much better if those
blocks did double duty as electrical
storage!
In the lab, D’Arcy and his coworkers
use a plastic substance called PEDOT.
With it, they fill the many tiny holes
in clay bricks and coat the outsides.
The PEDOT-boosted bricks can
then hold and conduct electricity. A
single brick can charge to three volts
in 10 seconds. That voltage can
power an LED lightbulb for 10
minutes, even underwater.
Not only that, the smart bricks
become supercapacitors: devices

that charge faster, store more
energy, and last longer than regular
batteries. Supercapacitor bricks
could be recharged thousands of
times every hour.
Entire walls made of supercapacitor
bricks could store vast amounts of
energy. D’Arcy says, “Fifty bricks would
[power] emergency lighting for five
hours.” (Now think of how many bricks
are used in a brick skyscraper! It takes
about 8,000 bricks just to clad an average one-story home of 2,000 square
feet. That’s a load of energy potential!)
Researchers hope to create a
process to produce battery-bricks
rapidly. They also hope to make
smart bricks that fit together for easy
connecting, like LEGOS.
Likely uses for smart bricks include
emergency lighting and backup electricity for hospitals, nursing homes,
and daycare centers. But the possibilities could be nearly endless!
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holding the hand.”
“Humans use
our sense of
touch to
accomplish
almost every
daily task,
such as picking
up a cup of coffee or making
a handshake,” Tee continues. He believes giving
robots a sense of touch
would help them “interact
better with humans.”
Tee’s team took
inspiration from the
human nervous system

Tee

Luke Skywalker gets a robotic
hand in The Empire Strikes Back.

and according to
Tee, the Star Wars
movie trilogy. In one
scene, the Luke Skywalker character loses a
hand. With a robotic hand
replacement, Skywalker
experiences touch again.
“When you lose your
sense of touch, you essentially become numb . . .
and prosthetic users face
that problem,” says Tee.
ACES technology is still
developing. The NUS team
hopes to be able to link
ACES to work with other
e-skins in the lab—including self-repairing and
waterproof ones. Skin
research is already creating more lifelike prosthetic
limbs and restoring the
sense of touch to disabled
persons.
Tee: Reuters • Skywalker: Lucasfilm/Disney
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electronic skin called
Asynchronous (meaning
“not happening at the
same time”) Coded
Electronic Skin, or ACES.
The e-skin shows promise in feeling temperature,
texture, and even pain. So
far, ACES devices are less
than a quarter inch in size.
Each tiny patch uses more
than 100 small sensors to
process data faster than
human skin. E-skin can
also identify as many as 30
different textures. Algorithms programmed into
ACES let it learn new feelings quickly. Squishy ball,
hard rock, smooth blanket—ACES allows users to
feel the differences.
Researcher Benjamin
Tee leads the team at the
NUS lab. He’s worked on
e-skin for over a decade.
His goal is to give both
robots and prosthetic
devices a better sense of
touch. “By recreating an
artificial version of the
skin for their prosthetic
devices,” he says, “[robots
can] hold a hand and feel
the warmth and feel that it
is soft, how hard are they

know what’s real.
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Scaly, furry, smooth, or
rough, all creatures with
backbones have skin. And
while it’s true that skin
“helps keep your insides
in,” God designed it to do
much more than just that.
Today, researchers are
developing a device to
mimic some aspects of real
skin. “Smart skin” could
have many uses in the fields
of medicine and robotics.
Skin is the largest organ
in the human body. It is the
body’s first defense against
disease and dehydration.
Skin insulates against heat
and cold, regulates internal
temperature, enables
feeling, and helps produce
vitamin D. Along with the
liver, kidneys, and a few
other organs, skin can also
regrow itself.
Copying such a complex
organ is difficult. Scientists
at the National University
of Singapore (NUS) have
already developed a fake
skin that stretches and
repairs itself when
torn. Now
they’re
working on a
high-tech

Handout

Tee: Reuters • Skywalker: Lucasfilm/Disney

David Nussbaum
demonstrates the
PORTL device.

Tired of Zoom calls? A Los Angeles
company is ready to take conference
calls to the next level. PORTL Inc. has
created a new way to communicate.
The company is introducing a machine
the size of a phone booth that can
beam a live hologram into any room.
Star Trek’s fictional Holodeck beamed
holograms onboard the spaceship.
Now, similar—but real—technology is
available for private homes.
A hologram is a true, three-dimensional image. The image is a photographic recording of a light field. It’s
made by bouncing a laser light off an
object. The light wave takes on the
shape of the object that it hits. The
shape is projected onto a piece of film.
Holographic film grabs the image
with incredible detail. Compared to
photographic film, this type of film
captures an image’s minute

details—thousands of times smaller
than those in a photograph. Twodimensional photographs show height
and width. But holograms show height,
width, and depth. They’re not the only
type of three-dimensional picture, but
they’re definitely the best so far.
The device made by PORTL Inc.
lets users talk in real time with a lifesized hologram of another person.
The machine makes it possible for
people to interact with the recorded
holograms too.
The device uses artificial intelligence
to produce hologram recordings that
can be saved. The Los Angeles company
StoryFile equips the machines with
this feature. Heather Smith is the Chief
Executive of StoryFile. She explains
what it is like to have a conversation
with a recorded hologram. “(You) feel
their [sic] presence, see their body

language, see all their non-verbal
cues. You feel like you’ve actually
talked to that individual even though
they were not there.”
“We say if you can’t be there, you
can beam there,” says PORTL Inc.’s
Chief Executive David Nussbaum. “We
are able to connect military families
that haven’t seen each other in
months, people from opposite coasts,
or anyone who is social distancing to
fight the coronavirus.”
The holograph machine is seven
feet tall, five feet wide, and two feet
deep. It plugs into a standard electrical
outlet. That sounds manageable, but
it comes with a hefty price tag. Costs
start at $60,000 for the machine. Too
pricey, or too big for your living room?
The company plans to release a
smaller, more affordable tabletop
device early next year.
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COVID Cow Care
In a moo-ving display of passion, University
of Vermont students stepped up to voluntarily
care for the university’s Holstein cows. The
beloved herd of about 100 dairy cows is normally
tended by students taking part in the Cooperative
for Real Education in Agricultural Management
program, or CREAM. When students were sent
home due to COVID-19 protocols, the fate of the
cows seemed to be in jeopardy. Who would tend
the herd? The displaced students responded in
droves. They know the cows by name, how much
milk each one gives, when calves are due, and so
on, says faculty advisor and veterinarian Dr. Steve
Wadsworth. They couldn’t abandon the animals
they were so attached to. The student volunteers
keep showing up to milk the cows twice each day,
feed them, muck the barns, and help with births.

University of Vermont
graduate Julia Foster
lends a hand.

Pardon Me?
Is your mom, aunt, or grandma voting in this year’s U.S. presidential election?
If so, she has Susan B. Anthony and other suffragettes to thank. Before they came
along, it was illegal for a woman to vote in the United States. Susan B. Anthony
committed the crime of voting in 1872 in Rochester, New York. Anthony died in 1906,
14 years before the 19th Amendment became law and gave women the right to
vote. This summer, President Trump pardoned Anthony on the amendment’s
100th anniversary. After her arrest, Anthony was convicted at trial. She didn’t
pay the consequent ﬁne because she said she had done nothing morally
wrong by voting. How might Miss Anthony respond to President Trump’s
pardon if she were alive? Some guess she would refuse it—just like
she didn’t pay her ﬁne. She might say, “Pardon me? No thank you.
I didn’t commit a crime!”
Off the hook: Anthony

Ford Motor
Company
demonstrates
a self parking
app in Detroit.
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Sometime soon, your car may park itself in a super-tight space in
an urban garage. You might simply link your car to a parking
garage’s app. The car would ﬁnd a spot and park in it while you went
on with your day. Self-driving cars still have many safety bugs to be
worked out. But they do make sense—and space—in parking
garages. Without a driver, a self-parked car can slide in very close to
the next vehicle—with no concern for annoying door dings, since no
door even needs to open. Garage operators say they can park 15% to
20% more vehicles in the space normally needed. This could reduce
the amount of pricey city real estate allocated for garages. That
precious urban space could be freed for parks or other uses. In order
for the idea to work, vehicles must stop and start on their own, shift
automatically, and have electronically controlled brakes and steering.

AP Photos • Anthony: Library of Congress

Self-Parking City Spacemakers
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MLB Loses Hall-of-Famers
Pitcher Tom Seaver set standards atop major league mounds for two decades.
He transformed the New York Mets franchise, which garnered the nickname “Miracle
Mets” after claiming the 1969 World Series title. Sadly, Tom Terriﬁc passed away on
August 31 at age 75 due to complications of Lewy body dementia and COVID-19.
“Tom was a gentleman who represented the best of our national pastime,” MLB
Commissioner Rob Manfred says. Days after Seaver’s passing, MLB also said goodbye to
Lou Brock, and then again to Bob Gibson. Brock helped the St. Louis Cardinals win three
pennants and two World Series in the 1960s. The 81-year-old outﬁelder passed on September 6.
Cardinals chairman Bill DeWitt, Jr., called Brock “one of the very best to ever wear the Birds on the
Bat,” referring to the team logo. Brock was a 1985 Hall of Fame inductee. Gibson, another Cardinal
and a top-notch Hall-of-Fame pitcher, passed at age 84 on October 2.

Seaver,
Brock, and
Gibson
(from top
to bottom)

Tokyo’s Transparent Public Toilets

The see-thru loo

Japanese architect Shigeru Ban, winner of the internationally
acclaimed Pritzker Prize for Architecture, just released his design for
transparent public restrooms. Does this mean that his prestigious
career is in the toilet? Has his future gone down the drain? No! He’s
just solving society’s problems with creativity and dignity! The
transparent walls of his public outhouse glow in vibrant colors—green,
yellow, orange—when not in use. Ban used layers of glass for the walls
that remain clear when hooked up to an electrical current. It’s easy to
see that the space is vacant—and whether it’s also clean. But when
an occupant enters and locks the door, the current is cut. A special ﬁlm
makes the glass opaque, concealing the user. “It sort of looks like art,”
says Tomoko Mizutani, a Tokyo resident who stopped to take a photo of
the toilet. Perhaps she’ll hang a print on her own bathroom wall then!

Wildﬁres raged across much of the U.S. West in late summer, creating a huge and
dangerous job for emergency personnel, especially ﬁreﬁghters. Fearing inadequate
resources, some locals deﬁed evacuation orders. They took their own initiative to save their
homes. But were they doing more harm than good? South of San Francisco, ofﬁcials ordered
civilians out of danger. Returning to evacuated areas is illegal. It can hinder ofﬁcial efforts
to stop the ﬂames more than help. The persistent volunteers sometimes block access
roads that emergency personnel need to use. Their water use reduces pressure needed by
large ﬁre hoses. One California group calling themselves the “Boulder Creek Boys” spent
more than a week trying to extinguish blazes behind the ﬁre lines—areas only trained
professionals are allowed to go. At times, their only ﬁreﬁghting tools were dirt and garden
hoses. Other citizen groups organized to monitor small communities, claiming they didn’t
trust emergency workers to give their property adequate attention.

A civilian volunteer
protects a home in
Napa County,
California.

Quiz My Reading: 1. b, 2. a, 3. b, 4. b, Words To Bank: 1. b, 2. c, 3. c, 4. a, 5. a, 6. b, Viz-Quiz: A goes with L, B goes with J, C goes with K, D goes with G, E goes with I, F
goes with H, Mind Stir: Answers will vary but may include: 1. Yes, so that all measurements that people depend on can be precise and accurate and no one gets more or
less than expected; or No, the difference is so small that it shouldn’t matter. 2. It’s good to see how technology is expanding to meet so many needs for humanity; or We
should use technology like this only for necessities so that we don’t clutter the skies with too many machines, satellites, and equipment that might interfere with each other.

AP Photos • Anthony: Library of Congress

Stand Clear, Volunteers!
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THINK IT THROUGH

Words
To Bank

EXPLAIN IT! PAGES 20-23

Quiz My Reading

Mind
Stir

1. A painting’s provenance_______.
a) explains the meaning behind the artwork
b) shows the history of its ownership

3. What will Sceye’s new blimp-like airships be used for?
a) The ﬂoating aircraft will offer a unique hotel-like
experience for guests willing to pay a high price.
b) The airships will improve communication, provide
internet access, and monitor crops and weather.
4. How did the United States end up with two variations of
the 12-inch measures called the “foot”?
a) The ﬁrst two presidents of the country disagreed about how
long a foot should be, so they used two different lengths.
b) Someone decided to simplify the exact measurement of
the U.S. foot. The new measurement became the
international foot.

We mixed up
the halves of
ﬁve diptychs.
Match the
pairs of
portraits to
reunite the
husbands
and wives.
30

2. aptly
a) hurriedly
b) carelessly
c) appropriately

1. Do you think
it is important
to settle on a
single, precise
measurement
for the foot?
Why or why
not?

2. What three things do the COVID-19 study participants
have to do?
a) answer a questionnaire weekly, do a nasal swab twice
each month, collect a blood sample
b) do a nasal swab weekly, answer a questionnaire twice
per month, stay indoors

VizQuiz

1. diptych
a) tool for measuring
ﬂuid depth
b) two-piece artwork
c) extinct reptilian
creature

2. Satellites,
weather
balloons,
aircraft,
drones—and
now airships:
Give your
opinion about
the various
technologies
that may soon
ﬁll Earth’s
skies.

3. havoc
a) wellness
b) confusion
c) damage
4. arsenal
a) collection of
defenses
b) military barracks
c) storage unit
5. ampliﬁed
a) increased
b) made louder
c) reduced
6. admonishes
a) encourages
b) warns
c) gives examples

Quiz
answers
page 29

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L
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Today’s News Delivered in Ten Minutes

FREE THE NEWS, AND
THE REST WILL FOLLOW.

Watch and learn.
WORLD Watch is a video current
events program that builds news
literacy and critical thinking.

The news
you’ve covered and the
concepts you’ve helped to
explain have led to good
conversations and more
understanding about our
world and the people
God has placed in it.
—Kurt

Teens can understand what’s
going on all over the world.
You can find appropriate
material that engages everyone.
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Find more at worldwatch.news.
WORLD subscribers can get 20% OFF just by logging in.
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